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ABSTRACT
In the CommunityMirror project we are researching networked
information radiators that are based on large interactive screens,
showing information from diﬀerent sources. For addressing our
constructive research questions – e.g. to ﬁnd design parameters,
to ﬁnd solutions for implementing features and processes - we
are facing diﬀerent problems acquiring the information about
usage and non-usage in long-term deployments. While working
on the issues we found an interesting parallel: Most of the
information needed for scientiﬁc evaluation is also needed for
(platform) management issues. In this paper we brieﬂy present
the problem scenario – and the current concept for addressing
this issue in the CommunityMirror implementation – in the form
of a concept for a logging framework.

peripherally. In contrast to most other IT systems which only
“provide” information after a certain user interaction (e.g. a
search) information radiators proactively distribute their “info
particles” independently from any user in order to generate
appreciation for the contributors and thereby motivate them for
further participation and sharing [18].
Some examples of research prototypes exploring the design
space of interactive information radiators over the past ten years
are CommunityWall [28], Plasma Poster Network [4], PD-Net
[12], Ambient Surfaces [24,25],
XioScreen [7] and
CommunityMirror [9,17,18,20]. An example of a public
deployment with long-term evaluation can be found in the UBIHotspots project [16].
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1 (Networked) Information Radiators and the
CommunityMirror Project
The term “information radiator” has first been coined by Alistair
Cockburn for frequently updated posters showing the current
state in software development processes in a high traffic hallway
[5]. The radiators provide pieces of information or in other
words visual representations of information objects stored in the
underlying data sources in a way that makes them consumable
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Figure 1. CommunityMirror in use [18].
Following the idea of information radiators, CommunityMirrors
are multi-user multi-touch information applications for semipublic or public use [9,17,18,20]. They support several co-located
simultaneously interacting users. In idle mode without users in
interacting with the displays CommunityMirrors show an
animated ﬂow of info particles on the screen. Touching an info
particle opens a more detailed view of the particle and shows
related particles as a visual graph that can be explored by the
user. Additionally, static (sticky) components are shown on the
screen, and occasionally, info particles are displayed in a large
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teaser view that covers half of the screen (comparable to wall
posters).
Several CommunityMirror instances that show information from
the same information pool form a set of networked information
radiators. In addition to (context/location-sensitively) displaying
information from the same pool, the devices can also provide
diﬀerent media space functionality for connecting the users in
front of the diﬀerent screens [14].
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• What information to display? (What information is of
interest (for which target groups)? What information is
useful? …)
• How to display the information (layout, animation, usage
of images, usage of catchy headlines, display of related
information, …) – to allow easy reception and to attract
attention?

In the past ten years, diﬀerent CommunityMirror applications
have been built for diﬀerent usage settings. For example the
application was used to provide an interactive participant list for
(academic) conferences, an awareness display for team spaces or
a person-centric catalogue for exhibitions [9].

• What interaction possibilities to offer to the user? (How
does interactivity influence usage / benefit? Which kind of
interactivity is most beneficial [29].)

In the diﬀerent long-term real-world deployments we
experimented what information on the usage can be collected
and what information should be collected to answer our research
questions (see Section 2). This position paper summarizes the
lessons we learned in this context and derives a concept for a
logging framework for our CommunityMirror software from
these learnings.

Additionally, we are interested in how to obtain the information
in the needed quality (with as little as possible additional effort)
– more general: how to operate and administrate a networked
information radiator.

Related work on methods used for evaluating long-term
deployments of ambient displays can be found in reports about
single research projects or papers summarizing the learnings
from single projects [2,11,12,15,21,23,27].

2 Research Questions and Interesting
Information for Addressing these Questions
In the past years of the CommunityMirror project, we found
different information of particular interest for the evaluation of
different design parameters – particularly information about
passive usage and information about (usage) context. In this
section we try to summarize what we learned about needs and
possibilities – for having a list of requirements for the design of
the logging framework. Thereby, we focus on long-term realworld deployments with different forms of observation (of users
/ usage) including interviews and questionnaires.

2.1 Research Questions
To motivate which information we would like to collect, we ﬁrst
will brieﬂy address which research questions we want address in
the context of networked information radiators.
In general, we are trying to ﬁnd out about how such (networked)
information radiators can and should be designed and set up to
provide beneﬁt to the users (and the organization employing the
users). This includes working out and evaluating design
recommendations, and to ﬁnd out more about diﬀerent eﬀects
that can be observed during the operation of such
devices/applications (e.g. the novelty eﬀect [8] or the honey pot
eﬀect [3]) – and on how to address these eﬀects in evaluation or
make use of the eﬀects in operating the information radiators.
The design parameters, we would like to have well-founded
proposals for, are:

• Where to install the information screens?

In all these questions we want to better understand basic
workings – e.g. by creating models that allow a better
understanding of usage patterns, user motivation etc. - and
create design recommendations in diﬀerent forms.
For all of these goals it is important to monitor usage over larger
periods of time and to compare diﬀerent settings. It is important
to have aggregated information over longer periods of time and
to be able to look into single instances in analysis.
So, we would like to observe usage in long-term real-life
deployments – particularly
• How do users use the screen?
• What is the benefit the users perceive?
• How do users interact with each other?

2.2 “Classical” interaction information
The first thing that comes to one’s mind when thinking about
what information should be captured automatically in long-term
deployment is active usage information (information about touch
interaction with the screen). This type of information is available
easily.
When trying to use this information to derive if the right
information has been displayed on the screen or if there is too
much or too little information on the screen, we learned that we
need very rich context information together with the touch
events. For example, the event of a user touching and dragging
an info particle could be interpreted directly as showing interest
in that particle. However, something that we have repeatedly
observed in the wild is users moving a particle out of the way in
order to read the one displayed below it. This kind of rich
context information would need to be available in the logs so the
full picture of the interaction can be understood after the fact.
Ideally, we would have a functionality to playback the contents
and animations on the screen at a particular point in time –
useful enough would be to capture screen shots at the
interaction moments. The best way how to do this is still open.
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2.3 Information about passive usage
In observation studies we found that people often benefitted
from the information on the screen without interacting with it –
which was not captured in interaction logs.
Additionally, we found it hard to evaluate the interaction logs,
because we did not know how many potential users there were
in front of the screen during the longer periods of time.
So, we would like to have information on:
• How many people are walking by the installation?
• Does the installation change their activity – e.g. slow them
down, make them stop?
• Do they look at the installation?
• Do they approach the installation?
One hypothesis in regard to CommunityMirrors is that the
installations initiate interaction between people in front of the
screen. To evaluate this, it would be interesting to have
information about groups and about what is happening in the
groups.
Since it is impractical to obtain this information through
observation (both direct observation and recording and manually
analyzing videos of the scene) in long-term deployments, we
need a solution for automatically capturing the information.
Our approach to this is to use tools like the Microsoft Kinect that
automatically captures information from the video feed. In case
of the Kinect we experimented with a logging solution from Jan
Schwarzer that records skeleton information (.xef file format) for
intervals where persons are recognized in front of the screen,
and extracts number of persons, number of positive engaged
values, number of negative engaged values and minimal distance
of the person that came next to the screen.
Related work: [6][30] both using video / Kinect feeds.

2.4 Information about context
In the past section we reported that direct context information is
needed to interpret interaction events – e.g. information about
what type of information is displayed and if it includes an image
to interpret a touch event.
In addition to the screen context, we would also like to have
information about the direct usage context – i.e. if the user was
alone in the front of the screen, if the user was part of a group
(how large?), if people were standing nearby and watching. This
information could also be recorded using video analysis tools as
presented in the previous section.
When looking at usage and non-usage data over long periods of
time we additionally found the need for information about the
larger context of the usage situation – e.g. about what has been
happening in the organization where the device was used – e.g.
if it was a bank holiday, if there was a special event nearby, …
(see also [26]).
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While information about active and passive usage and about the
people standing nearby can be made available via sensors, this
kind of information is hard to capture in a logging framework.
Here we need to consult (or automatically import) calendars and
similar external data sources. We are currently trying to capture
such information by hand in experiment diaries and use them
manually when analyzing data. But we would like to store and
capture them in a more structured form to allow automatic
analysis. This might be too much for a logging framework – but
at least the possibility to store such information in the logs (in
the form of a structured experiment diary) should be supported.

3 Information for Administrating Networked
Information Radiators
In our different long-term deployments, we faced issues of
managing the deployment – which is first the management or
technical administration of the installation itself, and more
important the management of the content, i.e. acquiring and
annotating content for being displayed on the information
radiators.
Content management is about keeping an overview of available
content – and of available quality of content (e.g. availability of
images, of short titles etc.) – and of providing means for easily
inserting and editing the content.
This is due to the learning that some governing has to be done –
completely automated harvesting of content from other sources
did not work – for example see the learnings in [19].
So, there has to be the functionality of a CMS and of a dashboard
for helping the administrators to decide if there is enough
(interesting) content available.
Interestingly, some the information needed in a dashboard for
governance is quite similar to what is needed for scientific
evaluation: we need information about what content is of
interest to the users (being interacted with, being looked at).
So, in addition to requirements from the research questions to
address with the deployments the requirements for the
CommunityMirror logging framework should also include the
requirements administrators have for running an information
radiator network. This field still has to be researched in more
detail.
Related work in this context can be found in dashboards and
dedicated CMS solutions for digital signage, e.g. Magicinfo from
Samsung, Supersign from LG, Broadsign, Youdeck, Scala, viewne
and more.

4 Logging Framework for Networked
Information Radiators
In this section we briefly present the current version of our
logging framework for the CommunityMirror framework.
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4.1 Data model
For presenting the logging framework, we first have to detail the
data objects that are processed in the CommunityMirror
applications.
First, we distinguish between information objects and
representations of the information objects on the screen.
Information objects are managed in a service called
CommunityMashup [10] and have a unique identifier to refer to
(and to use for retrieving the information later when evaluating
the deployment). Information objects on screen are called info
particle (or visual information object) and always include a link
to the information object they visualize.
On the screen we distinguish
• Views (complete screens or independent areas covering a
part of a screen potentially showing several objects)
• Single visual information objects (info particles)
Info particles can be displayed in different levels of detail – the
simplest version providing a micro view (just showing a picture /
title) and a detail view (showing details). In the detail view,
connections to other info particles (and the corresponding
information objects) are shown in the form of a navigable graph.
There is a standard view – the so-called flow view that displays a
flow of info particles plus some static information/interaction
objects showing external information (e.g. bus schedules) or
triggering something on the screen (buttons for changing views,
for influencing the display).
All visual objects have unique identifiers for allowing reference
during evaluation.

4.2 Information classes
Summarizing the needs from evaluation and from
administration, we collected the following requirements of
information classes for a logging framework:
• Direct interaction (touch events, drag events, resize events,
rotate events) – classical information like screen
coordinates – information about (information) objects that
have been touched. – Class: user-activity
• Activities of users in front of the screen that are not
interacting with the screen. Information about the time
period the user were present, about the interaction zone
the users were in and if possible about where the user
looked. – Class: user-passive
• Information about what has been displayed on the screen
or removed from the screen when people have interacted
with it (to reproduce which objects have been on the
screen at a particular time) – could be implemented by
screen images (in interaction relevant times). Class:
display-snapshot, display-show, display-hide.
• Information about what is happening in the surroundings
of the screen – what people are standing there, where they
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are standing (interaction zones [1,13,18,22]), what people
are moving. Class: surroundings-snapshot, surroundingsarrive, surroundings-leave
• Information about data that could be shown on the screen
(for governance). Class: data-available, data-loaded
• Information about the direct environment of a screen
(people in from of the screen, …). Class: environment
• Information about the extended environment / context
(opening hours of the building, holidays, outages of the
hardware, events taking place near the screen) – this also
might include free text comments by the administrators.
This information class also can be used to record results of
interviews or user questionnaires. – Class: comment
Log data entries can relate to a point in time or to a period of
time.
In addition to simple log data entries, it would be beneﬁcial to
aggregate log data entries – e.g. to sessions – and to make the
information on the sessions available for evaluation (or
administration). However, this issue is not trivial. There are
diﬀerent ways to deﬁne, what a session is – and it should be
possible during evaluation to try diﬀerent ways to do the
aggregation. So, the information about sessions probably should
not be stored with the log data entries directly. This question is
still open.

4.3 Information class attributes
Summarizing the findings of different evaluation tasks, we
identified the following general attributes to be stored with all
kinds of log data entries:
• screen-id (to distinguish diﬀerent screens in a multi-screen
/ networked screen setup)
• view-id
• (linked) information object-id (if there is any)
• user-id (if the (interacting) user has been identiﬁed in
some way)
• timestamp-start
• timestamp-end
• data type/class (which kind of log data entry – see Section
4.2)
Information about the screen context (what was happening on
the screen) and about the surroundings context (how many
people or groups are nearby) can either be stored as attributes or
be stored as separate log data entries – and be linked by the
timestamp.
For the different data classes, we identified additional attributes
that have already been briefly mentioned in the list of data
classes in the previous section.
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5 Summary and Outlook
In this position paper we collected some experience and
thoughts on what information to collect in long-term evaluations
of (semi-)public display deployments – and what to use this
information for.
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